Your project implementation under control!

Upon implementing new software or changes in the infrastructure, functionally as well as
technically, you want to control the situation completely.
The realisation of an upgrade or implementation often takes place according to a release plan.
Specifically, managing this process has up to now been impossible or difficult to run, or as the
case may be, control. For this purpose there now is an adequate solution available.
Because, whether it deals with implementing a new system, applications in your company, or
remodelling your home, the groundwork is the same. Up to now, managing this process had been
difficult to control. It was time consuming, a lot went wrong, and you operated mainly by intuition.
Through that you were frequently confronted with unexpected, unpleasant surprises.
Time IT focus itself on a tight time-oriented change process, which progresses according to a release
plan and where many variables play a part.
You really want to keep a finger on the pulse. You need to pass through the necessary operation steps
in a controlled and safe manner. You have to monitor progress and communicate transparently with
all the parties involved. You really only want to be and stay in control!
Time IT is a powerful instrument you can use to pass through all the process steps of an
implementation trajectory in a controlled and safe manner. With Time IT in real time you
easily control the progress of all activities via all sorts of communication devices, such as
SMS and/or email. Planning and production are approached appropriately so that you can
work quickly and be more flexible.
Time IT is a product, developed on the basis of many years of practical experience in for profit as
well as non profit organisations. We have learned that successful achievement is largely dependent
on good preparation and a thorough implementation and communication plan. With Time IT you
manage the progress of the activities in real time. Planning and production are approached
appropriately so that you can react more rapidly when changes occur.
Time IT is simple to use and easy to learn because it is based on applications that you are already
familiar with. Time IT helps to improve your productivity and push back implementation costs.

Time IT helps to perform your implementations on the basis of previously planned activities. If a
change takes place in the scenario, Time IT shall automatically update the script. Intuitive tools
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ensure that your employees can convert instructions into tangible results. With Time IT the
implementation team reports progress without problems so that, at all times you keep an eye on the
actual status of the work, irrespective of your location.
With Time IT you and your employees work together online. By applying Time IT one is forced to
think about the necessary resources, these being people and requisites, their dependencies,
planning and production time aspects.
Via a PC, laptop, PDA, or Smartphone, you are
informed about the progress of the activities at any
desired moment. With Time IT, the number of
meetings is reduced to a minimum, and you’ll save on
travel costs. Time IT offers you the advantages of better
decision making and greater flexibility.

Due to a thorough preparation with all the people involved, you’ll save production time and thus
also costs during implementation.
During preparation, the necessary steps are namely described in a detailed way, resources are planned,
and the thereto pertaining parts of the various teams are recorded. Time IT supports you in the
preparation and implementation via orderly planning, communication and continuation functions.

Time IT is a product of Mirada BV. For more information about Time IT, please visit
www.time-it.org or call +31 (0)6 - 295 31 820. You may also send an email with your data to
info@time-it.org after which we’ll contact you.
After making an appointment, without obligations we can give a presentation at your offices
where all issues regarding Time IT are explained in more detail.
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